When I selected this topic to write about, I had no idea that this would be such an intriguing, important, and hidden piece of information shared by those who profited from the information rather than the true people who should have benefited from it the most, the very ones it was about. Much to my amazement, this order is very old. In fact, it surprised me that it existed about 100-500 years before the rise of the Sumerian and Egyptian empires. Imagine that! Why wasn’t it ever mentioned or talked about?
As I began to reflect on images and how they were used before on television shows and in movies, the truth was unfolding before my eyes. Did you know that “Bison” is the original name for buffalo before it was changed to “Buffalo”? The Water Buffalo Society was the “Grand Architects of all Fraternal Orders”. They were the ones who planned and designed the structure of what a fraternal order or Brotherhood should be. The Sumerians were “Masons”, the ones who build from the architect’s blue prints. They were the “spark” that ignited the fires known as Science and Art. Everything in its purest form was from the Society of the Water Buffalo. No one in this day and time can explain where the Ancient Civilization received their information from. “Fear no more for I am here, the Re-former of this day and time to clear all Mystery beyond any shadow of doubt!” Those words sound very familiar, don’t they?

These people came from what today is known as Nubia. Everything was not “Earth” at that time with no divisions, boarders, or countries nor location of origin probably because of their nomad travels. There are signs that show African origins. They were the original teachers of the world which is the reason for the similar sacred information in ancient societies in Africa, Asia, and North America.

The Water Buffalo Fraternity wore an elaborate headdress called the “SH-KU” which was made with the Fur and the Horns of the water buffalo which is one of the reasons for the name of their society. Buffalo Fur was symbolic of knowledge as well as horns were symbolic of power. In the middle of the “SH-KU” was the ancient symbol of the “upright crescent” and a “dot.” That “dot” represented the sun. Similar to what the Nuwaubians of this day and time wear on their “Tarboosh”. Nuwaubians teach that the Crescent in their symbol represents the “Two Horns” which give off the appearance of the “crescent moon”. This Ancient Egyptian Deity TEHUTI or THOTH is often depicted with the crescent moon (Horns) atop his head as a sign of Honor. The Water Buffalo Society is a part of the rites and initiations into manhood in the village of Belaye, Senegal, West Africa in their ancestral dress.

The Water Buffalo Society did not feel that it was necessary to have oaths of secrecy for themselves since it was understood what was meant to be part of the human family. However, oaths came into play when they taught others such as the Ancient Egyptians.

The Water Buffalo believed in a creator spirit called HU but their most important spirit was “GHZ’HU” the spirit of the crossroads. “GHZ’HU” was able to travel from the spiritual realm to the physical realm to give support, inspiration, and guidance to human beings.
“GHZ’HU” is personified as being a Green Human because he represents life (vegetation and water). In Sumeria, GHZ’HU was MURDUK; GUZ’HU in Ancient Egypt as ASAR, HERU, and TEHUTI. Sounds familiar doesn’t it?

Native Americans are biological descendants of the original members of the Order of the Water Buffalo whose last stop was North Quadity “Aum-Mir-Re-kah” which later became “Meruka” or America. Even the Europeans couldn’t think of an original name for the “the home of the brave and so called free” that was stolen.

In similarity to the North American descendants of the oldest fraternal order, the Ancient Egyptians of ancient times worshipped animals such as the water buffalo which later was turned into the River Horse; a hippopotamus, but later animals became a symbolic means of higher truths.

The water buffalo was respected and sacred because it was essential to their survival. They would use the skin of the water buffalo for shoes, robes, shirts, belts, and pouches. Its hair would be used as pillows, ropes, and ornaments. The tail was used as whips ropes or belts, and the horns were used as cups, fire carriers, spoons, and signals. Most important, the meat was used as food. They understood how important this animal was to man so they in return “being a water buffalo” made “Helpers” or “Aides” (Ansaar) of their fellow man. This would later prove to be disastrous considering the greed, power, and enviousness of no conscience invaders who infiltrated evil, corruption, and deceit on giving and caring innocent victims.

The Water Buffalo Order settled in North America with the Native Americans. Later on, Asians and Moors came to North America before the Europeans and the mixing continued. Ancient Egyptians were just students of the Water Buffalo Society and the information given to them was called “Mysteries” which they later taught the Greeks who lived in Egypt who later put their own twist on the Mystery System to give themselves credit for something they did not create. Ancient Egypt was known as the “Hellenistic” era. This was the last era before the Christians took power and vowed to destroy all the “Pagan” lessons that the Ancient Egyptians learned and were teaching on behalf of the Water Buffalo Society. This was the decline of the Ancient Egyptian Mystery schools.
All was not lost because the Christians did not destroy all the Ancient Egyptian schools that went as far south as Sudan and Ethiopia. These schools were headed by Mystic Adepts who later became known as the Sufis who took a vow to protect the sacred information of the Water Buffalo.

Some schools existed for a period of 300-800 years. That was until Islam came into effect and became the dominate force. Pre-Islamic Sufis, before their conversion to Islam, didn’t give up without a fight. They had a battle cry of “Ya’Abba Dabba Bedou!” which in Arabic translates as “Oh Father, The Ever Moving Traveler”. (The father is symbolic of the Water Buffalo Society, who in their eyes were Nomads because they were always traveling). Their battle cry comes to mind when you recollect the cartoon characters Fred and Barney of the “Flintstones” singing it to begin their program using many of ancient rituals in the series. These are the most thieving people of other people’s ideas that you ever want to see. Making money on the backs of other people using secrets concealed in children’s television so to the exoteric individual, the mysteries are un-seen. The name of the Lodge that Fred and Barney were a part of was the Royal Order of the Water Buffalo. European television and movie producers are not the geniuses they are portrayed to be as truths reveal their lack of creativity for the world to see. Back to the point, despite 200 years of peace, they lost the war with Islam and the Mystic Adepts were forced after much brutality, slaughter, and bitter hostility to convert to Islam or die. Is this in the name of religion? To what honor would have been given to this sadistic God and for what?

Moses, the Black prophet, in Exodus 34:29, whose original name was Thutmoses111, came down from the mountain after getting the second set of tablets of the Ten Commandments as a law giver and was a high initiate in the Water Buffalo Society. According to texts, Moses did not know his face was “QARAN” or “HORNED”. Early translations of the Bible say “horned” but it was later changed to “Radiant” because they wanted to hide the truth. The truth is where the Water Buffalo Society comes in. They are just trying to conceal the truth like the Kafirs they are. The horns were a sign of Honor, not a sign of Devilshment. Moses was raised as a royal prince in the court of the Pharaoh; it is no secret that the princes of ancient Egypt were highly initiated into the Mysteries originally taught by the Water Buffalo Society. As far as the movie “The Ten Commandments” portrayed by the actor Charlton Heston, a Caucasian, Moses did not have any more magical powers than was taught at the School of Ghz’hu, the Water Buffalo Society.
It must have been a source of deep regret to the Israelites priestly caste to have to acknowledge the fact that all they knew came from the Egyptians by way of the Water Buffalo Society.

What made the Water Buffalo Society knowledgeable was information given to them by an alien from another planet named “KHAL’AAL”. He spoke of his home planet “KRP’TAH” that was destroyed because of the disrespect and neglect of Mother Nature. He also spoke of his father who is a wise scientist name JURR’AAL who saw that their planet’s destruction was near and put him in a rocket ship called a “SH’KU” and sent him to the planet he called “KRP’Qi” meaning “Little KRP’TAH” in his native language. The Sumerians then dropped the “KRP” and just called the planet “Qi”. This information was originally recorded by the Ancient tablets called the “KRP’TAH TABLETS” or the “GHZ’HU TABLETS” which he has in his possession. KRP’TAH is where the word “cryptic” comes from meaning “Having a hidden meaning or Mystery”. This is the real reason why it is called a Mystery System and not the science of it because it was a lost but now found science of the Planet known as KRP’TAH. This story of “KHAL’AAL” is beginning to sound quite familiar isn’t it when you think about the planet we are living on right now and its present situation with Mother Nature?

Over the years the comic book creators began to incorporate characters to save the planet and its people such as The Mighty Thor who is one of the most powerful heroes of Marvel Comics based on a Nordic God of Thunder, and don’t forget the Captain Marvel who was also known as Shazam which is an acronym for six Mythological Supreme Beings: Solomon, Hercules, Atlas, Zeus, Achilles and Mercury. And how can we forget the Superman on television years ago who committed suicide in real life. I guess he just doesn’t know who the real Supreme Being is. Maybe that was power he thought he possessed. It is obvious that the creators of these comic books’ so called heroes were in tuned with the spirits of the so called Mythological world. The story of KHAL’AAL (who is the same as the angel Michael or Mi-Khaa-EL in Hebrew) that was handed down by the Water Buffalo Society was Earth’s first story of salvation. Over the years many other societies have distorted its original story by adding to it and putting in their changes. Jerry Seigle and Joe Shuster, a couple of high school kids in the 1930’s were the creators of Superman. They were avid students of science fiction and mythology. At times, the spirits would visit, giving them inspiration. They would be “channeled” by the ancient ones and have visions about creating a savior type hero. In the beginning, these visions were not understood. The villain type hero that they first created did not agree with them. Something was telling them that this Superman had to represent Truth, and Justice (Ma’at). This is the Superman who is known today.
Sub-Conscious spirits were putting the original story of KHAL’AAL into the Superman comics under the name Kal-El. As time passed, Seigle and Shuster lost creative rights to Superman which resulted in changes that they had no idea about such as introducing the new element Kryptonite on the superman radio show. Seigle and Shuster were outraged that the added element of the Green Stone was used to kill when actually the green stone gives off light that heals and gives strength. They decided to quit when they saw how the Green Stone was negatively used in the DC Comics.

As the years went on, Martin Nodell the creator of the Green Lantern would also receive sub-conscience messages from spirits about the Green Light. A galactic police force known as the Green Lantern Corps was added to create the new Green Lantern so that whenever members needed to recharge their energy, they would put their hand with their ring in a Green Lantern and say “In brightest day, in blackest night, no evil shall escape my sight, beware of my power Green Lanterns Light”.

How this information was discovered was quite strange. On June 21, 1999, a jogger stumbled across a beautiful green shiny Green Crystal on the ground that resembled an Emerald. He picked it up from the ground to admire it for a moment and put it in his pocket and continued jogging. As he continued moving forward, he began levitating without control in a direction and his weight became lighter reaching 12 feet and then he blacked out. When he came to, there was a strange futuristic craft with 36 beings all dressed in a shiny robe. They stood around him in a tetrahedron position. A voice of an unknown language was spoken by one of the 12 beings who were wearing Green Robes asking him to empty his pocket that contained the Green Crystal. The other 12 beings wearing the Gold Robes along with the other 12 beings wearing the White Robes stepped back and then disappeared. As they came around him, one of them touched his forehead and he blacked out again. When he came to, a being name JURR’AAL kept referring to him as “His Son” and said that he missed him. He asked him why wasn’t he able to keep the lessons of the GHZ’HU intact. Looking perplexed, JURR’AAL knew that he didn’t understand but he smiled and said, “I know you do not understand... but it shall all be made clear”.

JURR’AAL told him that he was his Spiritual Father who sent him to this planet and placed him in a vessel to come to earth. That vessel was his matrix/mother. He said that his earthly parents are his exoteric parents but not his Etherical parents.
JURR’AAL explained to him how he was sent to earth to teach the beings of this planet to love their world and appreciate what the cosmos gave them. That was over 24,000 years ago. JURR’AAL told him that humans were destroying this planet. Much like his planet KRP’TAH, so he was “resurrected” by him to start his mission again before it is too late. JURR’AAL told him that his Ethereal name is KHAL’AAL. He then was given more stones that resembled the stone that he found while jogging. The Green stones were called “GHZ’HU and are a “Guide”. They give him what you might call a 6th sense. There are actually 18 Senses. As he was listening to his Spiritual Father, he assured him that he would understand what he was revealing to him. Then he floated toward him and touched his head and he blacked out for the 3rd time. When he awoke, he was back on the track jogging again, as if nothing ever happened.

Spirit Guides such as the GHZ’HU connect with us from the spiritual realm to the physical realm in ways that we don’t understand. Yet, if we are open and receptive enough to listen and be in tune with the positive energy around us, we can be guided to be a valuable and positive resource to humanity. This valuable information bestowed upon the oldest fraternal order, the Water Buffalo (Ghz’Tak-on-a) was by no means an accident. Life lessons, respect for yourself and others, and reverence to Mother Nature makes living harmoniously on this planet something that can be appreciated and shared by all. By revealing truths, facts, and eradicating myths and lies the record will surely be set straight!

By Hira Nebt Ankh
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